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25+ Questions Men Should Ask About Their Testosterone
(Answered By Dan Purser MD)
Copyright by Dan Purser MD 2015 @ http://www.drpursernaturaltestosterone.com

1. What is low testosterone? (HINT: What you mean to ask is “What’s the
strict medical definition or your definition of low testosterone?”) Answer: Most
doctors use the lab range offered by their local lab when they check your levels. I have stricter requirements: IF
you have symptoms, anything below 400 ng/dL is SEVERE HYPOTESTOSTERONISM, 401-600 is MODERAT,
and 601-799 ng/dL is MILD – all deserve some level of intervention.

2. Why is my testosterone so low? (HINT: ALWAYS ASK WHY) Answer: Not having
asked your history (you medical and trauma past) nor examined you nor looked at your labs – it’s hard for me to
say. It actually could be due to several different things and you treat each differently.

3. Why does my doctor say my level of testosterone is fine, but you say it’s
low? Answer: Your doctors may just be guilty of just kind well-meaning ignorance – they’re not being mean or
weird. I feel for my medical brothers and sisters (metaphorically speaking -- they’re family) in the medical world
because they work like dogs and have a hard time delving into all of this stuff like someone who does research
in this area has (i.e. me). I’ve been doing research for 15+ years into all of this and pituitary endocrine research
for 7+ years and I have different lab values ingrained in my brain and different ways of looking at things. Helps
to have hung out with a former US Assistant Surgeon General too.

4. Why am I so tired all the time? Is it just from my low testosterone?

Answer:

Could be from low tes. But could be from a lot of other things. You (or your doctor) have to seek a cause and
effect and do what I call “DIVING DEEPER.” Do you have a major vitamin deficiency causing both your low tes
and fatigue? A virus? What? Someone probably needs to dig deeper and rather than just simply getting a
testosterone level and treating look for a cause. It can be difficult but makes a HUGE difference in outcome.

5. What are the symptoms of low testosterone?

Answer: Wow, there are dozens and

dozens, but the symptoms I see more often would be fatigue, loss of libido, muscle shrinkage and wasting, belly
fat, insulin resistance (pre-diabetes), ED (erectile dysfunction), and migraine headaches. That’s enough for
now. FATIGUE is the biggest.

6. What is ED?

Answer: ED = Erectile Dysfunction. Most doctors take this to mean loss of libido or interest

in sex but more technically it means lack of the ability to get or sustain an erection.

7. Why do I have ED and I’m only 32?

Answer: Again Not having asked your history (you

medical and trauma past) nor examined you nor looked at your labs – it’s hard for me to say. It actually could be
due to several different things and you treat each differently. I practice what I’ve termed “root cause medicine”
where I always dive deeper. SO I rarely use “Bandaids®” – can’t even think of the last time I used Viagra® or
Cialis® (though I get a lot of patients off of those).

8. Why is my sperm count so low? (Is this why my wife and I can’t get
pregnant?) Answer: Again, not having asked your history (you medical and trauma past) nor
examined you nor looked at your labs – it’s hard for me to say. It actually could be due to several different
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things and you treat each differently. I practice what I’ve termed “root cause medicine” where I always dive
deeper. SO I rarely use “Bandaids®” – can’t even think of the last time I used Viagra® or Cialis® (though I get a
lot of patients off of those) – because I am always digging into deeper and looking for those root causes.

9. Why does hitting your head (TBI or Traumatic Brain Injury) cause low
testosterone? Answer: Studies have shown that TBI can damage your pituitary – a TBI where you get a
loss of consciousness, will damage your pituitary 100% of the time (varies as to how severe that damage is
though).

10. How does pituitary damage affect your testosterone level?

Answer: The hormones

that stimulate your testicles and cause them to make testosterone (and sperm and other important hormones
like HGH) are created by and put out by the front of the pituitary (called the Anterior Pituitary). The main
hormone that does this is called Luteinizing Hormone or LH (and Follicle Stimulating Hormone or FSH helps,
too) – these are called gonadotropins. If the area of the front of the pituitary making these is damage enough,
then you won’t make testosterone again. By yourself.

11. How often do you see testicular damage as a cause of low testosterone?
Answer: Rarely. You’d think testicular damage would be the most common cause of low testosterone levels or
production, but I just rarely see it. I see pituitary damage far more often and then vitamin deficiencies as the
second most common cause.

12. Can nutrition affect your testosterone level?

Answer: Absolutely. Studies (and history)

have shown that poor nutrition or starving can of course affect your ability to make testosterone and sperm.

13. Can a vitamin deficiency cause low testosterone?

Answer: (See answer #11). Making

hormones, such as testosterone, is like making bread – if you don’t add flour, or yeast, or salt, or sugar to your
dough it will not become bread, right? Same with no magnesium, or B6, or B12, etc. you won’t make hormones
such as testosterone in adequate amounts if at all. So we often (not always but just when there’s a solid
indication) test of intracellular vitamins – our testing is VERY accurate.

14. Can someone who eats a well-rounded healthy modern diet really have a
vitamin deficiency? Answer: Yes, of course. I see this all the time in people who thing they’re health
and eat healthily or even perfectly. You just can’t be prefect in your eating. We do intracellular vitamin testing so
we definitely dive deeper there and we make sure there are not deficiencies (at least after the first six months).

15. Will taking testosterone sterilize me (reduce my sperm count)?

Answer: Yes. I

only use it as a last resort when none of the more natural or stimulatory options can work or won’t work.

16. New studies show that taking testosterone can cause an increase in heart
attacks and strokes – what do you say? Answer: There were two studies that came out in
2013 and 2014 (in PLOSONE and JAMA) that were just bizarre. Both were very poorly done – and left many
questions. There were such critical math errors in both studies (like a 3rd Grader had done the math) that it has
been asked where the peer reviewers were that should have caught this. The PLOSONE study was performed
by medical students at UCLA and was phone call interview study involving many thousands of patients who’d
not had much follow-up after receiving prescriptions of injectable tes cypionate and it was determined that the
average elevation after treatment was to 326 ng/dL (?? – which is still a severely low testosterone level). And
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from this the study team at UCLA (or somewhere) determined there was increased risk of strokes and heart
attacks? Reasons and flaws like this have led to the unprecedented request by a number of top professors at
Harvard and elsewhere and the Urological societies to ask that these studies be rescinded. (But instead and
dumbfoundedly the FDA pushed ahead and issued a warning that testosterone may cause heart attacks and
strokes – though I’ve never seen this in my practice – not once. And it belies 100 other well done [and
mathematically correct] studies that say the opposite??!?) Enough said.

17. Why would I want to increase my testosterone?

Answer: See all the answers above.

Feel batter, less tired, better quality of life, better libido, etc.

18.

Why have I gained so much belly fat?

Answer: Having low testosterone can increase

abdomen or omental fat (somewhat the same thing in men). Low testosterone also can make you too tired and
apathetic to work out or have sex bot of which can reduce that fat.

19. Are there natural ways to increase my testosterone level?

Answer: Yes, see #13

above for dealing with vitamin deficiencies but there are other options such as HCG to increase your production
naturally. Clomid® is another option.

20. What is βHCG and why does it help increase testosterone?

Answer: HCG or

βHCG or Human Chorionic Gonadotropin is really just LH and FSH clumped together – women AND MEN both
make it in their pituitary stalk. Women make a lot of it when they’re pregnant to further advance the sexual
development of the unborn child. It is actually FDA approved for such a treatment and is very appropriate to
maintain sperm production and testosterone levels.

21. What is Clomid® and why does it help increase testosterone?

Answer: Clomid®

or clomiphene citrate is another option for a more natural stimulatory approach to increase your production of
testosterone and sperm. Easy to take it is just an oral prescription tablet and is fairly inexpensive.

22. What would you give me for my low testosterone?

Answer: Again, not having asked

your history (you medical and trauma past) nor examined you nor looked at your labs – it’s hard for me to say.
I’d need some detailed and specific labs and evaluations to determine this. Sorry for not helping beyond that.

23. What labs should I get and where so you can make an accurate diagnosis
of my low testosterone? Answer: Look for my Purser Lab Solutions sheet in pdf form – it details
what you need and where you can get them if you can’t find a doctor to help (yes, very inexpensively you can
legally get your own labs – your insurance will not cover them though.) The site is an affiliate site for me too.

24. Why do you look at pituitary stuff so much when you’re doing this sort of
work? Answer: First, I’ve been a pituitary research assistant and second, it’s where the most common
causes of low testosterone lie.

25. One more time – why do you say, “Always ask why?” when my doctor
says I have low testosterone? Answer: You need to know the root cause of your hypogonadism
(low testosterone) because the treatments vary dramatically with each cause. I explained how I don't do
“Bandaids®” and you should not expect those either. Ask “WHY?” as in “Why do I have low testosterone?” or
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“Why am I so tired?” or “Why are you giving me tes cypionate and I’m 27 years old?”. And if you don’t get the
answers that satisfy you find someone who can – it’s your body – treat it like the Ferrarri® it is.

Want to Connect With Dr. Purser?
For men’s information on testosterone issues and their medical problems and a more
thoughtful approach to men’s problems:
http://www.drpursernaturaltestosterone.com
For Dr. Purser’s Amazon Author Page linking to all of his books (including his five #1
books): http://www.greatmedebooks.com
To get to know Dr. Purser better and to get his email newsletter (full of discounts and
coupons and freebies): http://drpurser.com
For women’s information on their health issues (PMS, migraines, endometriosis,
menopause, thyroid, and osteoporosis) and a more thoughtful approach to those
problems: http://drpursernaturaloptions.com
Facebook: Dan Purser MD
Twitter #danpursermd
Pinterest: Dan Purser MD
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